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You have run out of disk space on a partition. Which of the following would be an easy way to move
data to a new partition without reconfiguring the path to the data in existing applications?

A.	Run ext2fs ACL.

B.	Use a hard link.

C.	Use a symbolic link.

D.	Use the loopback device.

E.	Create a block device offset.

Answer: C

Explanation: A Symbolic link points to another file and the contents of link file is referenced file. So,
symbolic linked file occupied the very less space the original file.

Computerization has gained momentum across the world. Hence, the demand for people to
maintain computers is growing at a quick pace. People, who need to get jobs in the IT discipline,
need to get licensed from a reputed institution. Folks, who are licensed from a good institution
corresponding to Laptop Know-how Industries Affiliation, will get respect aside from a gaining good
job in a reputed company. CompTIA A+ certification will provide important pc expertise from
fundamentals to take care of, install, troubleshooting and networking of computers. People, who've
accomplished A+ certification, can further advance their careers by acquiring extra certifications
equivalent to CompTIA Community+ certification, A+ Certification and CompTIA Safety+ certification.

CompTIA A+ certification is impartial of any specific company or brand. It helps you to learn all the
required modules to seamlessly present support to the needy computer industries. The course is
split into various modules. Folks, who're critically on the lookout for getting into the IT subject to
earn good-looking wage, can research these modules with ease and get CompTIA A+ certification.

Folks, who would not have time, can be taught these modules simply in their convenient timings
online. They'll use Web to search for institutes that offer A+ certification courses. The course
modules are tailored to study with ease. You'll be able to study basics of computer systems and
updation troubleshooting of computer hardware / software from the comfort of your home. It is
possible for you to to perform preventive computer maintenance. The course also offers with
operating techniques akin to Home windows XP Residence, Windows 2000 and Pro / MCE. It
teaches the basics, installation and troubleshooting strategies of printers and scanners. It provides
insight into ideas of networks together with TCP / IP, http, dns, ftp, Telnet, SSL, HTTPS, IMAP,
NETBIOS, NETBEUI and ISP. It also teaches you to put in, configure, upgrade and troubleshoot
networks. It can additionally provide you with in depth information in Internet technologies.

People, who've ample time, can attend classes within the nearby accredited institutes to study
courses that give CompTIA A+ certification. Educated and authorized professionals will provide
necessary teaching at these institutes that will help you master the required skills.

The candidates, who wish to get A+ Exams, ought to pass two exams together with CompTIA
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necessities and CompTIA A+ 220-602 exam. The CompTIA A+ 220-602 examination is designed for
people, who're working or intend to work in a company or cell technical surroundings that entails
excessive degree customer interaction. The Microsoft certified course is highly useful for you to play
very important roles such as IT administrator, Enterprise Technician, PC Technician and subject
service technician. The talents achieved via passing these exams are extremely precious for non
technical roles including small enterprise office managers and gross sales personnel. Folks, who
obtained certification of CompTIA A+, can achieve further credentials from CompTIA to excel their
career. You possibly can go for CompTIA Network+ certification to additional improve your training
degree in the laptop field.

People, who've obtained CompTIA Community+ certification, will have the ability to show
competency in putting in, maintaining, managing and troubleshooting of network infrastructures. You
may as well successfully and efficiently configure various laptop networks. The demand for
networking engineers is rising at a fast tempo significantly in firms that make use of giant variety of
computer networks. You might be advised to choose reputed institute that supply accredited
courses.

People, who are already in the IT field, can enhance their pc skills by acquiring Microsoft endorsed
A+ certificates. Fresh individuals may also enter the IT area with accredited A+ certificates to earn
good salaries.
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